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Abstract 
Education in the Republic of Kazakhstan is a corner stone of free, democratic society, and considered to be as ground where the 
strong and prosperous independent country is being built. The term “polio culture” means not only plurality of ethnical culture, 
but also a variety of cultural experience, in general.  Polio cultural education is an education,  which combines  within itself the  
peculiarities  of  scientific-theoretical, artificial-esthetical, morally-ideological and other forms of  mastering  by a human being 
the social,  historical,  natural and inner worlds. Each national culture is a unique depiction of the universe, which talks with us 
on the language of myths, religion, art, folk’s wisdom, and philosophy. Every nation, so called any ethnic group is trying to keep 
its peculiarities, make an attempt to resist the process of assimilation and unification in over national or so called innational 
communities.  That is why in the poly ethnic state, the ethnics seek for their social layer, where they could support their 
demographic component and the main ethnic values such as (language, culture, traditions, religion, way of life and living 
peculiarities and etc.). At the same time, in modern conditions, absolutely inevitable blurring of ethnical links, an overcoming of 
ethnical commodities isolation, as well as an assimilation of cultural values and norms by people who have been occurred. 
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1. Introduction 
Education in the Republic of Kazakhstan is a corner stone of free, democratic society, and considered to be as 
ground where the strong and prosperous independent country is being built. The goal of polio cultural education is a 
human formation, which is able to live in a multi national and polio cultural world, with developed comprehension 
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and feeling of respect to other cultures, with an ability to live in peace and concord with people of different 
nationalities, races, views and beliefs. The polio cultural education goals are following: 
- Junction of students to the native, Kazakhstan’s and world culture; 
- Junction of students to the language and culture of the nations, who live on the territory of Kazakhstan, as well 
as nations abroad; 
- Students’ conception formation about world culture variety and Kazakhstan cultural landscape wealth; 
- Positive feelings education towards the cultural differences, which provide human being progress and conditions 
for personality self-actualization; 
- Productive cooperation skills and abilities development of natives with various other cultures; 
     - Students culture formation in international contacts. 
2. Discussion 
Every nation, so called any ethnic group is trying to keep its peculiarities, make an attempt to resist the process of 
assimilation and unification in over national or so called innational communities.  That is why in the poly ethnic 
state, the ethnics seek for their social layer, where they could support their demographic component and the main 
ethnic values such as (language, culture, traditions, religion, way of life and living peculiarities and etc.). At the 
same time, in modern conditions, absolutely inevitable blurring of ethnical links, an overcoming of ethnical 
commodities isolation, as well as an assimilation of cultural values and norms by people who have been occurred. 
Concerning nowadays’ reality the followings happens, the politics of our state is identified   by itself as “a search 
of contact point, widening of consent and trust zones between the nations”. More than 100 nations and ethnical 
groups are living in Kazakhstan. According to the Republic of Kazakhstan Constitution (1995) each citizen has a 
right on freedom of speech and creative work, the right on usage of language and culture, on free choice of 
language, studying and education. 
The Constitution of Kazakhstan states the equality principal of all citizens of the country, irrespective of their 
national belongings. In spite of this, it’s impossible not to take into account objective differences of ethnical groups 
in system of republic ethno social stratification. As a world experience licensed which generalized in corresponding 
international documents, states regulation of interethnic relations should be based on several principal conditions. 
One of them is a necessity of more weighted and differentiated approach in relations of different diasporas. It’s 
expedient to take into consideration the “origin factor’ of that or other ethnos, its uniqueness and originality, a 
possibility of languages and culture development aside of historical native land. 
Ethnical communities, living on the Kazakhstan territory can be divided into three groups according to  their 
close  participation  in the national-state construction and specific conditions determining the dynamics of cultural 
development: 
    - native ethnos, forming with other nations of Kazakhstan a united country, and who doesn’t have  any other 
territories, besides Kazakhstan land, the territory of building construction of  a personal national organization, 
reproduction and enrichment of cultural traditions; 
- diasporas, in other words ethnical groups, living on the territory of Kazakhstan, but  having their personal 
national country, named “historical native land” ( Russians, Ukrainians, Uzbeks, Germans, Turkish, Greeks, 
Jewries, Azerbaijanian, Poland and etc.); 
- ethnos, who are due to the historical reasons at current time don’t have their own national countries on the 
territory of  historical native land– Dunganes, Curds, Uigurs. 
The states policy in the education field is actively formatted. A lot of laws were promulgated and added “About 
education”, “About High Education”. Several concepts were inculcated, they are: “Concepts of polio cultural 
education”, “Concepts of states policies in the education field”, “The concept in development of  schools with 
general education”, “The concept of civic education” and etc.  
Due to state support some newspapers and magazines are printed on 11 national languages, 44 television stations 
broadcast on 12 languages and 18 radio stations broadcast on 17 languages.  
 Annually due to the states order near 39 books on the ethnical minorities languages with total run of more than 
80000 copies are published.  
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 The Program of functioning and development of languages was inculcated with state organizational and financial 
support, on the base of  law “About languages in Republic of Kazakhstan” 
  The “Complex program of Germans rebirth in Kazakhstan” were inculcated on Governmental level, the   
Implementation of which is an object of attention on joint meeting of intergovernmental commissions. 
More than 11 millions tenge were allocated on financing of Sunday schools in 1998 by line of MKIOS, more 
than 4 million in 1999, more than 11 millions in 2000. Nowadays there are 179 Sunday schools at national cultural 
associations, where 23 native languages are studied.  
Under the patronage of the Nations Assembly of Kazakhstan (NAK) the republican camp “Baldauren” functions 
in Borovoe, where children have rest due to the permit of national cultural centers. 
52 representatives of youth centers and party “For the future of Kazakhstan” are forming the Youth party of 
NAK. 
With the OSCE support the center of teaching investigations on  international relation problems had been 
established. 10 international conferences and seminars on the problems of interethnic relations harmonization in 
Central Asian region were organized, 11 lectures on the base of results of interethnic situation monitoring were 
prepared. 
Nowadays, and for the future perspective language situation is still one of the difficult and confliction problem in 
interethnic relations sphere in Kazakhstan. In the system of education this problem is in sharpest form, which grows 
the force of emigrational spirits and the number of other negative events. 
From the moment of  announcing  the countries’ sovereignty the active transformation of language sphere in the 
system of education is taking place. In different segments of the education sphere various, and even opposite 
tendencies were disclosed. 
Common strengthening positions of states language didn’t touch the sphere of preschool nurturing. In private, 
municipal and departmental preschool institutions the basic attention is paid to studying of foreign languages. In 
rural areas, where the basic part of people with active native language is living, the network of preschool institutions 
is almost liquidated. That’s why there is the natural tendency of high rates of preschool institutions number 
reduction, where kids can study the Kazakh language and speak with teachers and coevals. Exactly kinder gardens, 
with creation of corresponding conditions, are the best favorable atmosphere for learning Kazakh and other 
languages by children. 
Education at general schools is on 7 languages (predominantly on Kazakh and Russian), among them there are 
some schools with Uzbek, Tadjik, Ukrainian, Turkish, Dungan languages and etc. The representatives of national 
minorities also have opportunities to learn their own languages at schools, concentrated in places of compact living. 
Books and computer educational programs are created for them. In the places of various ethnical minorities living 
the studying of 14 languages had been organized. The usage of Kazakh language as a language of education is rising 
as an absolute, and in percentage rate at schools with general education. In the former capital of Kazakhstan in 
Almaty only one Kazakh boarding school was working before. Now in this expression you can see a radical 
changing of the arrangement. According to the data of the Ministry of Education and Science of RK, there are 31 % 
of schools with Russian language of education, 29% mixed schools and 44% of schools with Kazakh language of 
education. Besides, education on the other languages of nations of Kazakhstan is presented in 7 schools.  
The Kazakh schools number growth being as a  regular and  positive event as a whole causes serious problems. 
The main problem is in the quality of the education. Investigation, held by the UNISEF and UNESKO, revealed the 
fact that the quality of programs, books, textbooks and methods of education on 20-30% lower at schools with 
Kazakh language of education, in comparison with Russian ones. Activities of Kazakh schools pupils’ literacy in the 
majority are lower than minimal norms. The professional level of teachers is also very low. This is the effect of 
problems, which were established in soviet epoch for the national schools of all republics, starting from 1934, where 
the famous union resolution was a barrier for development of national schools. 
In the institutions of vocational technical education, nurturing is on Russian (73%), Kazakh (26%), Uzbek, 
Turkish, Uigur (0,5%) languages. 
  Education of students at high educational institutions is on Kazakh (37%), Russian(62%), and also on Uzbek, 
English and German languages. Literature in high educational institutions in library funds is presented in the 
majority of the cases on Russian (98%), and its translation into Kazakh language would be a laborious and 
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expensive task. In the law about education the goal, fairly, in our point of view, is the transition of education on real 
triple language, in this case  the working languages of education will become Kazakh, Russian, and foreign (mainly 
English.) For the achieving this goal the essential measures are presented and it seems realistic undertaking literate, 
weighted actions. Nevertheless, in the high school system as in all levels of the educational system, there is still paid 
not enough attention to education of Kazakh language, there is necessity of serious attention to its development right 
now, because of the conditions for real transition to the triple language, and in this case Kazakh language has equal 
opportunities. 
According to the state program of development and functioning of languages, there was taking into account, 
augmentation of Kazakh departments’ number in high and middle special educational institutions and an increase of 
Kazakh studying hours on Russian departments of high and middle special educational institutions.  
  It is very important to form motivation for students native language studying and regularly enlarge the 
sphere of its usage. Native languages can survive only, if they are used not only at home, but in social political 
sphere, and if the special social necessity for studying will be created.  
For the satisfaction of ethno cultural education and nurturing needs, special educational institutions network is 
getting right, here corresponding training for teaching staff is held: 
- in Pavlodar music college are preparing specialists for work in preschool and general education schools with 
national bias; 
     - in Saran teaching college teacher’s training is held on German language; 
     - in Zharkent teaching college teacher’s training is held on Uigur language; 
     - in Turkistan  teaching college teacher’s training is held on Uzbek language; 
     - in North-Kazakhstan region at Kokshetau university  teacher’s training realization is on Poland language; 
     - at Kazakh national university of Al-Farabi journalists have been  prepared on German, Korean, Uigur 
languages; 
    - at the Academy of arts named after Zhurgenov actors have been trained for German, Korean and Uigur 
theaters; 
    - at Kazakh-Turkish International university named after  Yasavi training of Turkish teaching  specialists is 
held;   
The system of school teachers and professor-teaching staff of high institutions preparing and retraining who work 
at national schools and teaching languages and culture of Kazakhstan nations, is enough alive and proofs its 
necessity and effectiveness. 
3. Conclusion 
Nowadays innovations in Kazakhstan polio cultural education are renewing in democratic direction. Concerning 
students, the result of innovation in polio cultural education is showing as a special turn of mind, which let them act 
in the terms of coordinated aims and tasks, because, they can analyze methods of their actions and concert them with 
actions of others, fully express their views, take optimal decisions. In assessing the research, design activity is the 
opportunity to assess the level of formation. 
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